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Self-Consistent Study of the Alpha Particle Driven

TAE Mode
i

Yanlin Wu and Roscoe B. White

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University

P. O. Box 451

Princeton, New Jersey 08540 USA

Abstract

The interaction of high energy particles with an Alfven eigenmode is investigated self-

consistently by using a realistic kinetic dispersion relation. All important poloidal mode

numbers and their radial mode profiles as calculated with the NOVA-K code are included.

A Hamiltonian guiding center code is used to simulate the alpha particle motion. The

numerical simulations include particle orbit width, nonlinear particle dynamics and the

effects of the modes on the particles. Modification of the particle distribution leading to

mode saturation is observed. Particle loss is limited to devices in which the alpha particle

gyro radius is a significant fraction of the minor radius.



I. Introduction

In recent years considerable progress has been made in the development of fusion energy, '

with tokamak experiments rapidly approaching ignition conditions. To sustain ignition in a

burning plasma, it is crucial that most of the alphas produced in deuterium-tritium fusion

reactions must be confined long enough to heat the bulk plasma. Collective alpha-driven

instabilities such as toroidicity-induced Alfven eigenmodes (TAE) are of concern for future

tokamak devices since they can induce anomalous alpha losses. 1-7

In this paper, we study the alpha-particle driven TAE instability numerically by fol-

lowing the evolving alpha particle distribution and solving the kinetic dispersion relation,

giving the instantaneous mode frequency and growth rate. The simulations include the

full nonlinear particle dynamics, finite orbit width and the effects of the modes on the

particles.

II. Dispersion Relation

We consider an axisymmetric toroidal plasma consisting of a core plasma and a hot

ion species. The core plasma is described by ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and

the hot component by the gyro-kinetic equation. The ion- and electron-Landau damping,

collisional damping and continuum damping are taken as parameters supplied by other

analysis. The linearized momentum equation is

w2p_ = _SP_ + XT. 5Ph + B × (X7 x 5B) + 5B x (V × B), (1)

where _ is the usual fluid displacement vector, ca is the mode frequency, p is the fluid density,

5P_ is the perturbed fluid presure, which is assumed isotropic, 5Ph is the perturbed hot

component pressure tensor, and B and 5B; are the equilibrium and the perturbed magnetic
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field, respectively. The following ideal MHD relations hold for the shear Alfven wave:

5Bj, = 0 5B; = V × (_j. × B) (2)

5EII = 0 5E.L = iw(_j. × B) (3)

The perturbed pressure tensor can be written in a diagonal form,

VSPc=-_±.vgc (4)

5Ph = 5P±I + (SP.i - 5P_)bb (5)

where the equilibrium is assumed to be isotropic, and 5Pll and 5P. are obtained from the

perturbed particle distribution function 5.f through

f 2(E- .R)

where E is the particle energy, # is the magnetic moment, and 5.1"has been derived previ-

ously .8,9

Write the perturbed distribution function 5]"as:

5.1'= eo OEF¢_+ 5g, (7)
m_

where eo is the alpha particle charge, mo is the mass, F is the equilibrium distribution

function, • is the electrostatic potential, and 5g is determined by the drift-kinetic equation.

With 5g ,-.,ein¢-i'_t, we have

Ca

(-iw+ v,ib. V + Yd. V)Sg = -im,,_F(_-w.)(¢_- v.,A../c) (8)
qt

where _ = --(wE)OElog F and w. = -(nE/e_)O_,, log F and _t,pis the poloidal flux. We

• have used axisymmetry to restrict consideration to a single toroidal mode number n.

• 3
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Let

5g- e_ F(&- w.)q_ 4- _e -/_t, (9)
mc,E

giving for the total perturbed particle distribution:

5f = -(±. VF +._. (10)

The first term on the right-hand side is the adiabatic response and the second term is the

non-adiabatic part.

The non-adiabatic particle distribution .q satisfies the equation

(-ia., + viib. V + v_. V)b = -i2F(& - w.)J(_bp, O,¢), (11)

where

e_ 3ttB
J(_/bp,0,¢) = 2rn,_,EcVllA, = (1 2E )a" (_' (12)

and a is the magnetic field line curvature.

We are interested in the resonant response at Alfven frequencies. Only passing particle

transit frequencies are large enough to contribute. Thus to solve Eq. (11), we first let

vii = (vis) 4- t_lL, where (...) means the orbit average. Since (vH) = 0 for trapped particles,

the dominant contribution to 9 is from the passing population. Represent the function

J(¢p, O,¢) by a Fourier series in O,

j(¢., 0,¢) = Jt(%)ds' (]3)
l

where St = n¢- lO.

To lowest order, let ,

_(_bp,O,¢) = _ gl(_2p)eis`. (14) .
1



In the high frequency limit, w ,._wt >> Wb,with wt, Wbthe transit frequency and the bounce

frequency respectively, we find

Jt(_Pp) (15)
gt(Vp)= 2F(w. - _) kt (vn) - w

with

nq- 1
kt = (16)

qR

The final form of t} is then

Jl eiS,. (17)
_0(¢p,0, ¢)= 2F(_- w,)y_ kt (vii) -wl

We now derive the dispersion relation variationally. Perform f _'. on Eq. (1) and assume

a fixed conducting boundary. We then obtain the dispersion relation:

D(w) = 51( + 6IV] + 6W__) + 5H_'_°) = 0 (18)

where

6K- --w P J_ d3zr (19)2

is the kinetic energy and

1

f dax{J 5B± 12 125Wf = _ +12_._
B 2

+(J. B/B2)(6B± × B). _ - 2(_. _)(VPc. _.)} (20)

is the potential energy due to the core plasma. The high energy contributions are

5W__)= - f

' which is the adiabatic part of the energetic particle potential energy, and

1

f d3x(6/_ - 6i61.)(tc._[), (221• ¢yW_ ha) --. --_
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which is the non-adiabatic part of the energetic particle potential energy. The perturbed

pressure due to the non-adiabatic part is given by

@, 2(E -

Using the _ found above, we find

dtJl;5W_ ha) = 2 daxdavFE((_ - w,) _ ei(e-0° (24)
l,P 02 -- ]_l (VII)

or

5W_ n_) = 2 f daxdavFE(_ - w,) E J_ (25)I - kl(v,)"
Since

= f EFdav (26)Ph

we also get

= - f daxdavEeO_p log F(g. _[)(Vg,p. _) (27)

It is straightforward to verify that [514_ _) ],]514/_ '_) <<1 517 ], ]SW) ]if f3h << a/R

and p << a which are true in general. Here a and R are the minor and major radii

respectively, and p is the particle gyro radius. We thus assume that the hot particles will

not change the MHD eigenmode profile. The calculation of the eigenmode profile has been

studied analytically 6 and numerically. 3 The eigenmode used in this paper is found using

the NOVA-K code (See Fig. 1).

Write the perturbation in the following form:

5B_ = V x (_± x B)= V x aBRo (28)

with

a = _ a_n(g2p)e i('_¢-m°-'t) (29) "

6
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we wish to express (_ in terms of c_since a gives the form of the perturbation used in the

guiding-center equations.

Introduce the gauge function G through

aBR0 = _. x B + iVG. (30)

We have

_. =iVGxBB2 (31)

and the Fourier component of G is

Gm(g'p) = --I+ gq c_m(_b,,) (32)
m - nq

thus for a given o, we can readily find the following relations:

i
_.L" _ = {OoGO_,,B - OoBO_pG} (33)B2J

i

{j. . V,g,p = B2 fl {gOo6' - JOe,G} (34)

where g = RBep, I(g,) is the toroidal c_lrrent inside the flux surface g,, q(g,) is the safety

factor, J is the Jacobian and JB 2 = I + gq.

We only consider a single low n TAE mode with the two most important; poloidal

harmonics here, i.e. n = 1;m = 1,2. The sum in Eq. (25) then consists of four terms, with

1 = rn 4- 1. The dispersion relation including hot particles is

1 2

-_(-_ +_) J pl_ I_d_x+_°_ +_'_'_ = 0 (3,_)

where w0 = VA/(2qrR) is the eigenmode frequency, VA is the Alfven velocity and qr = 1.5

for the mode chosen. One can solve this equation for the frequency using a complex root

finder. However, it is equally accurate to find the roots using a perturbative method due

" to the small contribution from a-particles.



Let w = w_ + iwi, K = (1/2) f p [_± 12dax. We then find

1 l,tr(a)
w_ = Wo+ _[5,, k + Re{SH'_!n_)}] (36) "
¢di "- _

where w0 could be either positive or negative. We are only interested in the positive w_

here.

Assuming the fluid density profile is

p(_/,p)= p0F_(_,p) (37)

where po is the central ion density and Fi is the ion density distribution function, we find

K = (1/2)p0 f F_(_bv)I_ 12fl dOvdOd¢ (38)

For a given equilibrium and eigenmode, I7 is a constant.

These solutions for w,, wi are used to advance the mode using the instantaneous particle

distribution.

III. Numerical Simulation

A. Guiding Center Equations

A Hamiltonian guiding center code 1°'11 ORBIT is used to evaluate 51¥_") and 5[4_n'_).

Bounce averages are conveniently converted to time integrals.

The guiding-center Hamiltonian is

7-l = _pl_B 2 + pB -t-• (39)

with four Hamiltonian variables

¢, O, Pc = gp_ - _, Po = Ip_ + g't (40) "
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where pc = p, + a,p, = vtt/B , ¢_ is the toroidal flux with dCt/&Pp = q, ¢ ib the electric

potential and a gives the magnetic perturbation through aB, = V x aB. The guiding

• center equations are 12'1°

P,= -o_, ¢=oPo_ (41)

[_o= -0o7-l, [?= OPoT-I (42)

It is also easy to find the radial drift

g[_o._ I_ = _ _ p_ (43)

and the parallel acceleration

g! •

1([:'o + @p) - (Po + _/,p)g--7_/'p-6, (44)fi, = g

where

= 000_+_0_ +$0¢_+0,_ (45)

and D = gq + I + p,(gl'- lg').

A Runge-Kutta fourth order integration scheme is then employed to solve the guiding

center equations. Here and in the following we use units given by the on-axis gyro frequency

(time) , and the major radius (distance). Using the lowest order expression for 0 it is

straightforward to convert a bounce average to a time average

1/(f)=_ fdt (46)

• with _I a bounce (transit) period, or any period much longer than a bounce (transit) period.



B. Monte Carlo Particle Distribution

Write the particle density in terms of the distribution function 6

dN = Fdaxd%, (47)

,'_j _ 1and use the ,,Ionte-Carlo representation for the density (integrated over 0 and cp)

dN = c _-_5(_/_p- _bpk)5(# - pk )5( E - Ek)dg,_dpdE. (48)
k

Upon normalizing F through flh

fib-- B2V . E dN (49)

we find the density element in the Monte-Carlo representation to be

B2Vflh _ 5(% - _,_k)6(,- t,k)5(E - G)d%dME. (50)
Fdaxdav - 87rEj Ej k

where V is the volume.

Fixed values of 'g,p,#, E and sign v, completely define the orbits within bounce aver-

aging, which is carried out numerically, i. e. particles are initiated at particular values

of Op,0 and ¢, and the orbits followed. TMs F is the total particle density integrated

over 0 and O at any time. This F may be regarded as a bounce-averaged distribution.

Substituting F, we get

B2V flh J_ k (51)

and

= 47r_jEj E EkO_,plogF(n._.)(V_/,p._j_)]k (52)k

where [k means the function is evaluated at _,p= _-'p,k,E -- Ek, 0 = Ok,.... etc.
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C. Evaluation of 0¢p log F and 0z log F

In order to calculate gWk we need to know both 0Elog F and 0_,plog F. This cannot
I

be done directly if each particle is represented as a point in phase space. Either phase

space must be partitioned and local densities calculated, or equivalently each particle can

be assigned a finite size in both real and velocity space.

Rewrite the Monte-Carlo distribution function in the form

g 1 1

F = E (¢p _ _)pk)2+ a2 (E - Ek)2 + b2 (53)k

where a and b are the widths in real and energy space respectively. We ignore the normal-

ization constant since we are only interested in OElog F and 0_,, log F. Partial derivatives

with respect to _/¥ and E are given by

N - 1 (54)
0g,pF -- E [(_,p _ _¥k)2 + a212 (E - Ek) 2 + a 2k

and

g -2(E- Ek) 1 (55)
OqEF = E [(E - Ek) 2 + b2] 2 (_'p - l/,pk) 2 "31-a 2k

The evaluation of ImSW_ ha) is obtained by the same technique rather than by using

a delta-function. This method gives a very accurate evaluation in test cases using known

distribution functions. We typically use more than ten thousand particles in the simulations

and choose a, b so that the particle widths are 5% of the total flux and energy domains.

D. Numerical Results

We treat the background plasma with ideal MHD, with the reponse given by the dis-

persion relation. The hot component is directly simulated. Ten thousand particles are used

' in the following simulations. Each particle is advanced in time according to the guiding
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center equations. Once a particle hits the wall, it is removed. Although we neglect the

finite Larmor radius, we keep all the particle dynamics, including the finite orbit width.

In fact, the latter is much more important than the former since it can significantly mod-

ify the mode-particle coupling. 4 The initial spatial distribution is Gaussian and we use a

slowing down distribution in energy. The distribution is uniform in pitch angle A = vlr/v

and uniform in poloidal angle 0.

We assume that the mode structure does not change except for the amplitude and

phase as time evolves. This is a valid assumption because of the small contribution of the

kinetic terms to the dispersion relation. The mode structure is fixed by MHD. The mode

amplitude A(t) is advanced in time according to the equation

A(t + At)= A(t)[1 + 7(t)At], (56)

where the mode growth rate 7(t) =coi is determined by the dispersion relation. Similarly

the phase is advanced according to c_ _ e-iz with z(t + At) = z(t) + co(t)At. The time

step At must be chosen small enough so that 17 IAt << 1 and coAt << 1.

Background damping ?'d due to Landau resonance, collisions and the continuum, can

be simply included through

7(_)= coi- 7_. (,57)

We solve the dispersion relation every 10 transits (one transit = 2rrR/v) which in our

case is much longer than the bounce time but short enough so that the alpha distributioll

does not change much. The total run time is chosen so that the mode saturation is clearly

seen. We have performed simulations with parameters typical for the Tokamak Fusion Test

Reactor (TFTR) and for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). la

The initial radial width of the Gaussian alpha particle distribution is varied over a range

from 1/5 to 1/3 of the minor radius. Other profile shapes also produce equivalent results.

In the following simulations, we use the typical TFTR parameters: R = 250cm, air =

12
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• 0.3, B = 5T,13_ = 0.2N,w0/f_c = 0.006 and 7d/Wo = 0.1%. Here f_c is the alpha particle

gyro frequency. The estimate for 7d includes electron- and ion-Landau damping, continuum

" damping and collisional damping 14-16 and is conservatively small. For ITER, we use R =

775cm, a/R = 0.36, B = 6T,/3_ = 3%,w0/f_c = 0.0014 and 7d = 0. Thus for both devices

we consider worst case scenarios, with damping much smaller than currently available

estimates.

Figure 1 plots the salty factor q and the poloidal harmonics of the eigenfunction (r of

the n = 1 TAE eigenmode versus minor radius r. Other poloidal harmonics of (r such as

m = 0 and m >_4 are not shown here since they are negligibly small.

From the numerical results the mode saturation mechanism and the particle loss mech-

anism are easily understood. First examine mode saturation. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 plot the

initial and the final particle density and energy distributions for the TFTR case. We show

the number of particles in bins of equal spacing in (r/R) 2, since a real space volume ele-

ment dax _ dr 2. Resonant particles which lose energy to the mode through inverse Landau

damping shift outwards, thus the density gradient, which gives the free energy to tile wave,

decreases as time evolves and eventually the wave saturates. Also the particle energy gra-

dient becomes steeper, since high energy particles lose energy whereas low energy particles

do not interact with the mode. Thus the mode further loses drive due to the increased

velocity space Landau damping and eventually saturates.

The flattening of the density profile due to mode resonance is difficult to see, because the

resonance position depends on vll and thus is continuously distributed radially because of

the distribution in pitch. Thus with a uniform pitch distribution the "flattening" consists

of a general spreading of the distribution. To illustrate the numerical occurance of the

resonance, we have oerformed a simulation with all the particles having the same energy

E = 0.7E_, and all co-moving with pitch vll/v = 1. We keep the mode amplitude fixed

(3B/B _ 10-2) and examine the density profile before and after a simulation lasting 200

13



transit times. The analytic estimate of the resonant position is r2/R 2 = 0.01 and we have

used ITER parameters. The density flattening due to the Landau resonance is clearly seen

in Fig. 4.

We find for ITER for a variety of initial profiles that the mode saturates before it

becomes large enough to induce particle loss. The maximum linear growth rate is 0.2% of

the mode frequency. In Fig. 5 are shown sample saturation results. The maximum value

is 5B/B -_ 2 x 10.4 and the total losses are unobservable. As in the case of the fishbone,

the mode produces additional profile modification before it can decay away, resulting in

a strong decay rate. The time scale for the profile modification by the mode is orders of

magnitude shorter than the time scale for alpha particle replenishment, so-the additional

source of new alpha particles would not modify this result. Furthermore, the time scale is

much shorter than the collision time so that the conversion between trapped and passing

particles is negligible during the profile modification.

For TFTR with additional damping 7d/wO = .1%, the mode continues to grow until

some alpha particle loss (less than 2%) is produced. The linear growth rate is 0.1% of the

mode frequency. Estimates of 7a are larger than this, so unless very special low damping

conditions are produced, we expect the mode to be stable.

The quasilinear stabilization results can be understood from a simple analysis. From

Eq. (36) the growth rate 7 is proportional to (w. -&). Using the approximate form

of the distribution function F ,,_ E-a/2e -(r/Ln)2, we find -y ,-- [(a/Ln) 2 - A2] with A =

%/3m_fl_wa_l(4E). From E = 0.5m<,w21k_ with kll _ (n- rn/q)/R, we find A = 3.9

for ITER, and A = 1.6 for TFTR. In ITER very modest profile changes can lead to

stabilization, as is clear from Fig. 5. However, without additional collisional or continuum

damping, mode stabilization in TFTR does not occur until the alpha profile has a width

comparable to the minor radius or until the energy gradient has been steepened to balance

the drive.

14



, Now examine particle loss. It is interesting to analyze the loss mechanism, as high

energy particles produced by ion cyclotron heating or neutral beam injection can produce

" more strongly unstable cases than the alpha, driven cases discussed here. The final particle

distribution in poloidal angle 0 is shown in Fig. 6. The bump around 0 = 0 comes from the

co-moving particles since their orbits are shifted outward and they thus spend more time

on the low field side. It also includes those particles originally near the passing/trapped

boundary which become trapped due to their energy loss to the wave. The bump near

0 = rr is due to the counter-passing particles since their orbits are shifted inward and

therefore they spend more time on the high field side.

Figure 7 plots the final particle pitch A = vl./v and the lost particle pitch distributions.

The bump in the confined particle distribution is due to those trapped particles near the

passing/trapped boundary. The hole on the other hand, is due to both the initial prompt

loss (barely trapped large banana width particles) and to the loss of barely counter-passing

particles which lose energy to the wave, transfer into a fat banana orbit, and then hit the

wall in the co-moving direction. Mathematically, since ,_ = vll/v = ¢1 - #B/E, we have

d,_ 1
~ (SS)

dE ¢I - #B/E

that is, for the same energy loss, those particles trapped or near the trapped/passing

boundary will have the largest change in pitch angle I. The lost particle pitch distribution is

due to the initial prompt loss and barely trapped/passing particles. It is easy to verify that

a lost barely trapped particle has a average pitch ,_ __ ¢1 - Brain Bm_,. -_ x/)-7 _- fi = (}.6

for our parameters, which is in good agreement with the simulation. This result as well

as the total observed number of lost particles also agrees with a previous study 1 of TAE

induced loss, which however did not include a self consistent calculation of the mode

. stabilization. Note that as soon as particles become trapped the resonance with the mode

becomes very weak. This contrasts significantly with the fishbone case, where a trapped

particle can remain in resonance as it is moved radially outwards to the wall.

15



Figures 8 and 9 show the mode saturation and induced particle loss respectively. The

saturation mechanis n includes the density flattening and energy gradient steepening. The

mode saturates before it becomes large enough to induce stochasticity in the a-particle

orbits. The final value is _B/B ,_ 3 × 10-3. The time scale for particle distribution

modification is short compared to alpha particle replenishment and collision times. The

dominant loss mechanism is that of barely counter-passing particles losing energy to the

wave, transfering into fat banana orbits, and then hitting the outside wall in the co-moving

direction. Most particles transfer to trapped orbits and intersect the wall while co-moving,

but a few shift outward far enough to intersect the wall as counter moving passing particles.

The losses are thus very effective for large banana, width. In TFTR all such barely trapped

particles are lost due to their relative large banana width whereas in ITER they remain in

the device and contribute to mode damping.

With strong mode destabilization such as might be provided by neutral beam injection,

large losses would occur in TFTR and should lead to "explosive pulsations". 7 A more

extensive analysis of such a case, including lost particle deposition profiles, etc. will be

examined in a future publication. But expected alpha particle densities are not sufficient

to destabilize the mode in the presence of estimated damping. In the alpha particle driven

case in ITER even without additional damping the particle response is local and sufficient

to modify the local gradients, thereby stabilizing the mode, but not sufficient to cause

losses. The possibility of several n values simultaneously unstable will be considered in a

future publication, but the loss mechanism is weak enough that we do not expect serious

losses due to alpha particles even in this case.

Our results are similar to the partial results obtained by using the three-dimensional

hybrid gyrokinetic-MHD code I_ MH3D in which at least 200 thousand particles were nee-
q

essary to overcome the random noise (local particle effects influence the fluid elements).

It is also worth pointing out that if the hot particles are produced by a. counter-parallel

'16



• injected beam, then particles are lost through their losing energy to the wave, shifting

outwards and thereby executing larger drift excursions as a consequency of being closer to

the trapped/passing boundary, eventually hitting the wall in the counter-moving direction.

The mode frequency and the growth rate are depicted in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 respectively.

The mode frequency is very close to the TAE mode frequency w0 while the growth rate

is very small compared with w0, thus the perturbative method used is a very reasonable

approximation. The mode growth rate obtained in this work agrees with that given by the

NOVA-K code. 3

IV. Conclusion

The interaction of a single toroidal mode number n = 1 Alfven eigenmode with ener-

getic alpha-particles is investigated self-consistently by using a realistic dispersion relation.

We retain all important poloidal mode numbers and their radial mode profiles calculated

with the NOVA-t( code. A Hamiltonian guiding center code is used to provide a fast;

and accurate way to calculate the bounce averaged expressions entering in the dispersion

relation. The study includes the particle finite banana orbit width, all toroidal particle

dynamics and the mode-particle interaction. We have used an analytic circular flux sur-

face equilibrium, but the code can also use numerical equilibria including effects due to

plasma shape, Shafranov shift, and plasma rotation. Mode saturation is observed through

the flattening of the real sp_,ce density gradient and the steepening of the energy gradient.

Total losses are small in TFTR and zero in ITER, and the mode amplitude saturates at

• a level which is too small to induce stochastic loss. We do not expect these results to be

changed by the effects of magnetic well and plasma shape, as they have little effect on

transit frequency phenomena.
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, FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 The poloidal harmonics of eigenfunction _'r of the n = 1 TAE eigenmode versus

r.

Fig. 2 The initial and final density distribution for TFTR

Fig. 3 The initial and final energy distribution for TFTR.

Fig. 4 The density flattening due to a local Landau resonance.

Fig. 5 Mode amplitude versus time for ITER with a 3% alpha particle beta. Three

different distribution widths Lo are shown.

Fig. 6 Final theta distribution for TFTR.

Fig. 7 The final (a) and the lost (b) particle pitch angle distributions for TFTR.

Fig. 8 The evolution of the m = 1 amplitude for TFTR.

Fig. 9 The prompt loss (near t = 0) and induced particle loss versus time for TFTR.

• Fig. 10 Real mode frequency versus time for TFTR.

Fig. 11 Mode growth rate versus time for TFTR.
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Figure 1: The poloidal harmonics of eigenfunction _¢_of the n = 1 TAE eigenmode versus

t.
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Figure 2: The initial and final density distribution for TFTR.
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Figure 3: The initial and final energy distribution for TFTR.
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Figure 4: The density flattening due to a local Landau resonance.
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Figure 5: Mode amplitude versus time for ITER with a 3% alpha particle beta. Three

different distribution widths L_ are shown.
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Figure 6: Final theta distribution for TFTR.
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Figure 9: The prompt loss (near t = 0) and induced particle loss versus Lime for TFTR.
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Figure 10: Real mode frequency versus time for TFTR.
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